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JESUS PAID IT ALL: COMBINING ROCK AND HYMNS IN CONTEMPORARY 

WORSHIP MUSIC 

ABSTRACT 

Danielle Mary Seidel, candidate for the Master of Music Degree 

University of Missouri-Kansas City, 2022 

 

Much of Contemporary Worship Music (CWM) synthesizes elements of rock music 

and hymns. This thesis provides an analysis of four CWM songs, “Come Thou Fount,” “How 

Deep the Father’s Love for Us,” “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood,” and “Jesus Paid It 

All,” outlining common characteristics and associations with rock music (notably soft rock 

and pop rock) and hymns from 19th-century White Gospel hymnody; many such hymns can 

be found within a Baptist or Methodist hymnal. Scholarship by Brian Walrath, Robert 

Woods, Monique Ingalls, Ken Stephenson and John Covach (among many others) serve as 

the basis for my analysis. I also use a variety of analytical techniques to articulate the 

relationship between CWM and other genres, including formal and Roman numeral analyses. 

Connections between text and music arise from the Roman numeral and formal analyses 

leading to important correlations between genres. Exploring parameters in each of the songs, 

such as the instrumentation, form, harmonic progressions, text, and borrowed materials 

reveals that these four CWM songs share features with both hymns and rock music, 

demonstrating a merging of the two genres to create something new.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 Contemporary Worship Music (CWM) started in the late 1960s and developed 

throughout the early 1970s. This music was called “Jesus Music” in its early beginning, but 

the name changed as it evolved.1 This genre is now simply called “Contemporary Worship 

Music,” “Praise and Worship,” or even just “Worship Music” synonymously.2 Each of these 

titles refer to the distinct type of music that is meant to be shared by an artist with a crowd. 

The purpose is often congregational worship in churches, but many of these songs are also 

released by artists and heard on the radio and other streaming platforms. The genre excludes 

Christian pop, which is often heard on the radio and sounds similarly to that of secular pop 

but does not fit well in congregational worship. Gospel Music is also excluded, which is 

either more somber or quite upbeat, but more of an African American church style. Specific 

artists and bands within the CWM style include Matt Redman, Chris Tomlin, Hillsong, 

Passion, and Phil Wickham. 

 CWM has a rich history within the church, and actually sparked what is known as the 

“Worship Wars.” The “Worship Wars” of the late 1990s and early 2000s started between the 

traditional churches seeking to preserve hymns on Sunday morning and the modern churches 

seeking to reach new audiences with popular styles of worship music. These “battles” may 

have been solved, but the musical content surrounding them has not received all the attention 

it merits. The music that influenced CWM has been studied; there are many articles and 

 
1 Shimon Galiley, The Story of the Jesus Movement and Evaluation of Its Musical Impact  

(Liberty University, 2011). 
2 Monique Marie Ingalls, Singing the Congregation: How Contemporary Worship Music 

Forms Evangelical Community (Oxford University Press, 2018).  
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books about rock and popular music that pertain. Other types of sacred music have been 

researched as well (e.g., hymns, anthems). Many books and articles describing the 

theological impact of CWM and the way it impacts praise and worship within the church 

have been published, however, the combination of sacred music and popular styles from an 

analytical perspective needs additional study.3 Much research has been placed in the history 

of CWM and even in the “Jesus Music” movement as well.4 Since the beginning of the 

movement, it has grown to be a highly successful genre with many artists, bands, and 

followers, yet still does not have as much scholarly research as it deserves. In this thesis, I 

examine four different CWM songs to analyze how this music synthesizes an older, sacred 

style with new, popular ideas to create an accessible, contemporary type of worship music.  

 Contemporary Worship Music has a personal connection for me in many ways. I 

grew up listening to this music at church services, camps, and retreats. This type of music 

was often played in the car on both short or long trips with my family. I have played 

numerous covers of worship songs during piano lessons in my teenage years. Choosing just 

four songs to analyze was a challenge, but I have an attachment to these four songs in more 

than one way. I had heard and played “Come Thou Fount” by Kings Kaleidoscope with a 

 
3 Some examples include, The Message in the Music: Studying Contemporary Praise and 

Worship, by Robert Woods and Brian Walrath (Abingdon Press, Nashville, TN, 2007); A 

Beautiful Noise: A History of Contemporary Worship Music in Modern America, by Wen 

Reagan (Ph. D. diss., Duke University, 2015); “Worshipping “With Everything,” Musical 

Analysis and Congregational Worship,” by Joshua Busman in Studying Congregational 

Music, edited by Andrew Mall, Jeffers Engelhardt, Monique M. Ingalls (Routledge, London, 

2021); “Songs are like Sermons that People Actually Remember,” by Joshua Busman in 

Exploring Christian Song, edited by Jennifer Bloxam and Andrew Shenton (Lexington 

Books, Lanham, MD, 2017). 
4 Swee-Hong Lim and Lester Ruth, Lovin' on Jesus: A Concise History of Contemporary 

Worship (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2017); Wen Reagan, “A Beautiful Noise: A 

History of Contemporary Worship Music in Modern America” (Ph.D. diss., Duke University, 

2015).  
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worship team throughout the summer of 2018. Our version did not sound exactly like the 

recording, but we attempted to imitate it in our own playing. I often sang “How Deep the 

Father’s Love for Us” during the same summer in both small and large groups of college 

students from Campus Outreach in Cape Girardeau, Missouri. “Your Glory/Nothing but the 

Blood” by All Sons and Daughters was a song I had not heard before starting this project, but 

the inclusion of the hymn within the song was an attractive combination. “Jesus Paid It All” 

is the most well-known song on the list. I have sung and played it at church meetings, church 

camps, in the car, and at home for many years. It is a popular favorite that is performed often 

by worship bands. I chose each song because they have some aspect of using a hymn as base 

theme and incorporate rock or pop musical ideas to create a more modern sound.   

 

Analytical Methodology 

 I use several analytical procedures in the thesis. John Covach’s essay, “Form in Rock 

Music,”5 presents commonly used forms in rock music and ways to easily identify each one. 

I also apply Roman numeral harmonic analysis to study the form, chord progressions, and 

root motion. Ken Stephenson’s book, What to Listen for in Rock, includes a chapter on form 

as well.6 Challenges arise when the songs do not exactly meet the criteria listed for any of the 

forms in either article, but the combination of Roman numerals, cadence identification, and 

local-level formal concepts helps clarify large-scale formal ambiguities.  

 
5 John Covach, “Form in Rock Music: A Primer,” in Engaging Music: Essays in Music 

Analysis, ed. Deborah Stein (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 65-76. 
6 Ken Stephenson, What to Listen for in Rock: A Stylistic Analysis (New Haven: Yale 

University Press, 2002), 113. 
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 Ken Stephenson’s book was valuable from a harmonic perspective because three of 

the four songs predominantly do not use standard V-I resolution-based harmonic 

progressions. Root movement is significant in three of the songs, and having a guide that 

explains the common patterns and layout of root movement progressions illustrates when the 

music deviates or conforms to the expected pattern. The songs often use a combination of the 

typical suspense-resolution harmonic progressions and root movement progressions. For 

example, a song might use a perfect authentic cadence at the end of the phrase in the chorus, 

but use root movement down by step during the verse. Comparing the harmonic progressions 

found in the CWM songs versus the progressions in the source hymns leads to another layer 

of discovery. “Jesus Paid It All” keeps the harmonies similar to the source hymn, simplifying 

some of them to be more accessible for the band setting, but “Come Thou Fount” and “Your 

Glory/Nothing but the Blood” do not preserve any of the harmonies found in the original 

hymns. “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” has no source hymn, but expertly combines 

expected harmonic progression resolutions with root movement ideas.  

 Other methods of analysis are less formalist, since the lack of scholarship requires 

creative analytical approaches. For example, when analyzing the instrumentation of these 

songs my goal is to determine whether the use of instruments is in new combinations or 

whether they fit the stereotype of a pop band. For this analysis, I first made a list of the 

instruments that could be heard in each song, and then created a chart for each song detailing 

when each different instrument could be heard at what time in the song. The list of 

instruments shows the variations within each song and the instruments used. The 

combination of the instruments allows diverse sounds to come through and set the “mood” 

for different parts of the songs.  
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 For the analysis of borrowed material, the first goal is to see which part of each song 

is borrowed. Borrowing from other music is a compositional device that many composers 

use. J. Peter Burkholder describes the use of borrowing in his book, All Made of Tunes: 

Charles Ives and the Uses of Musical Borrowing: “Nothing is more common than taking one 

piece as the model for another.”7 This holds true in two of the four songs studied, while the 

others have more original beginnings and include borrowed material in snippets throughout 

the song. For “Come Thou Fount” and “Jesus Paid It All,” almost the entire song is 

borrowed. “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” and “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” 

only have a small portion, if anything, borrowed within the song. Because the borrowed 

material is part of traditional hymns, differences between the original and CWM borrowed 

material are important to examine. As I discover differences in text, harmonic progressions, 

or other changes I explore how and why these changes have been made. 

 Analyzing music-text relationships in this music is challenging. The goal is to find 

any type of connection between the text and the surrounding music. First, I look at each of 

the songs for examples of text painting. I find several examples in “Come Thou Fount,” 

“How Deep the Father’s Love for Us,” and “Jesus Paid It All,” but fewer instances of it in 

“Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” (see Chapter 6). Then, I look for correspondences 

between the root movement chords and text. On the surface, some of the songs seem to have 

few ways that the text is connected to the music. Small examples exist in each of the four 

songs, with some having much more obvious connections than others.  

 

 
7 J. Peter Burkholder, All Made of Tunes: Charles Ives and the Uses of Musical Borrowing 

(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1995), 5. 
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Why Contemporary Worship Music?  

 Contemporary Worship Music is a topic that piqued my interest after taking an 

American music history class. The bridge this music creates between the sacred and secular 

styles is one of the biggest ideas I explore with this project. There are multiple features that 

illustrate the combination of these two styles. The incorporation of new lyrics with simple 

harmonic progressions, using a rock band to perform a hymn, incorporating a hymn as a 

bridge of a piece, or even creating a bridge in a hymn that did not have one all demonstrates 

the ways these two styles of music have been merged into the CWM genre. It is a 

combination of the new, pop sound with an older, sacred context. 

The stereotypes associated with this music can create skepticism for some about the 

music itself. In an interview for the book, “The Billboard Guide to Contemporary Christian 

Music,” Matt Odmark describes several of the stereotypes. He uses phrases about the music 

such as, “[it is] anything but cutting edge,” “cheesy,” and “doesn’t have that much to offer 

musically.”8 As the guitarist for Jars of Clay, a well-known CCM rock group, Odmark has 

probably heard these disparaging comments applied to his own music. Other stereotypes 

include its theological ambiguity. It has no deep theological groundings with any specific 

denomination, but often fits with many Protestant doctrines.  

CWM songs are often repetitive and tell of the same ideas of God’s holiness and love. 

Critics often describe the songs in the genre as sounding like a derivative pop song.8 

Harmonic progressions are shared between the two genres, and instrumentation is often the 

same as well. The vocal qualities can also be similar, which leads to parallels in the sound, 

 
8 Barry Alfonso, The Billboard Guide to Contemporary Christian Music (New York: 

Billboard Books, 2002), 77. 
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but with a different focus. Some find the music to have a relative lack of worth because pop 

and rock music are usually developed and heard first, and the CWM text and topic is heard 

later.  

I argue that it is incorrect to describe this music as not having much to offer 

musically, because there are many innovative musical ideas. While it is true that many of the 

techniques used can be traced back to pop and rock origins, some of the ideas are genuine 

and unique. CWM artists create new hymns that can be played traditionally with piano and 

congregation or recorded by a band. The mixture between hymn and popular song are 

interweaved to create a synthesis of two kinds of music. Also, the changes in instrumentation 

between artists and songs, different harmonic progressions, and deviations from standard 

formal structures all highlight the genre’s complexity.  
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CHAPTER 2 

FORM  

The analysis of form in Contemporary Worship Music reveals intricacies within both 

large- and small-scale formal ideas. The overarching form may have sections added (as in the 

bridge of “Jesus Paid It All”), but even more delicate ideas are found within the phrases. The 

alteration in length of phrases in some of the songs is an intriguing discovery, while a parallel 

period shows the symmetrical nature of the phrases within another song. The changes in 

phrase structure demonstrate the influence of rock, while the conformity to the norms show 

that other songs are being based from hymns.  

Exploration of the large-scale form shows that CWM has a tendency to use two 

different types of forms, verse-chorus-bridge and strophic. Secular popular music often uses 

three different forms: strophic, AABA, and verse-chorus-bridge. Contemporary Worship 

Music has a tendency to use verse-chorus-bridge (VCB) form more than others. This is 

clearly demonstrated by looking at PraiseCharts’ top five praise and worship songs from 

2021 (Table 2.1).1  Out of the first five songs on the chart, four of them are in VCB form, 

while the other song is in verse-chorus. Other forms can be found in the CWM genre, but 

they are not as prevalent as verse-chorus-bridge or strophic form. 

 

 

 

 

 
1“Top Worship Songs of 2021.” PraiseCharts. Accessed January 4, 2022.   

 https://www.praisecharts.com/song-lists/top-worship-songs-of-2021.   

 

https://www.praisecharts.com/song-lists/top-worship-songs-of-2021
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Table 2.1. Top Five Praise and Worship Songs from 2021 Formal Sections  

 Graves into 

Gardens by 

Elevation 

Worship 

House of the 

Lord by Phil 

Wickham 

King of 

Kings by 

Hillsong 

Worship 

Goodness of 

God by 

Bethel Music 

Battle 

Belongs by 

Phil 

Wickham 

Verses 1-4 Yes, 2 verses Yes, 2 verses Yes, 3 verses Yes, 2 verses Yes, 2 verses 

Chorus Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Bridge Yes Yes No  Yes Yes 

 

 Two different musical forms are presented in this chapter following four different 

songs in CWM: verse-chorus and strophic. The forms demonstrate the way artists and 

composers merge the traditional hymn style with the rock ‘n roll style, showing how the 

forms can be used in both types of music. These songs also show how the forms deviate from 

the stereotypical verse-chorus-bridge formula used in many CWM songs. Characteristics 

from the old and new style can be found in each of the four pieces studied. The two forms 

presented are verse-chorus (and VCB) and strophic. Covach describes verse-chorus form in 

terms of sections in the piece, “the focus of the song is squarely on the chorus.”2 In other 

words, the verse’s purpose is to prepare for the return of the chorus. Essentially, the song 

would alternate between verses and choruses. Michael Tilmouth describes strophic form in 

Grove Music Online: “A term applied to songs in which all stanzas of the text are sung to the 

same music, in contrast to those that are through-composed and have new music for each 

stanza.”3  

 
2 Covach, “Form in Rock Music: A Primer,” 71. 
3 Grove Music Online, Michael Tilmouth, “Strophic,”  

https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.26981 (accessed on January 30, 2022). 
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Each song has its own individual characteristics from the pop and hymn genres. The 

form often reflects popular music forms, while the text is often true to hymns. “Jesus Paid It 

All” is cast in verse-chorus Form.2 The newest version of the song includes a new formal 

section that the older, hymn version does not contain. The text and melody were originally 

written by Elvina Hall and published in 1878.4 The hymn has been sung in churches for over 

a century. It was revived in 2006 and has since been performed by artists such as Shane and 

Shane, Chris Tomlin, Kings Kaleidoscope, and Anthem Lights. Within these versions, the 

instrumentation was changed, the harmonies simplified, and a new formal section was added. 

The contemporary version follows the same form as the original hymn, but features a few 

more modern adjustments. Both the hymn and CWM version contain three verses and a 

chorus (which repeats multiple times). The contemporary version also includes a bridge, 

followed by the chorus again. 

Table 2.2. Chord progressions used in formal sections of “Jesus Paid It All”  

Verse Chorus Bridge 

I | I | V | I | I | IV | I  V | I I | IV | I | V | I | IV | I  V | I I | IV 

 

The formal sections of “Jesus Paid It All” can be more easily divided by focusing on 

the harmonic progressions. The sections share similarities, but have enough differences to 

show a clear distinction between them. Each verse follows the same harmonic progression 

while the text and instrumental texture change in each one. Instruments may rest during some 

sections of the song or be added during other sections to affect the intensity of the music. 

 
4 Elvina M. Hall, “Jesus Paid It All.” Hymnary.org.  

https://hymnary.org/text/i_hear_the_savior_say_thy_strength_indee (Accessed June 11, 

2021).  

 

https://hymnary.org/text/i_hear_the_savior_say_thy_strength_indee
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Each verse is part of an eight-measure phrase, which leads directly into the chorus. The 

harmonic structure changes and introduces a new progression in the chorus. Both verse and 

chorus include the same harmonies, but the order is changed, demonstrating the new function 

of the formal section. While the verse emphasizes the tonic harmonies more often, the chorus 

spends extra time on the dominant. Repetition of the lyrics in the chorus also shows the 

distinction between verse and chorus. A chorus will have the same lyrics each time, while the 

verse changes. These distinctions help define the boundaries of verse and chorus. The verse 

alternates between the tonic, predominant, and dominant chords while always returning to the 

tonic. It immediately moves from tonic to the dominant, quickly establishing the key by 

providing the two most important chords from the start. In the chorus, the dominant chord is 

not heard until the fourth chord change. This alternation between tonic and predominant 

gives the chorus more motion as it approaches the middle and the dominant chord, and then 

resolves it at the end back to the tonic. Each section could be self-contained, but they work 

together as they move from section to section. 

 The bridge is added near the end of the piece, and is only a repeating four-measure 

phrase. Individual musicians choose how many times they want to repeat this shorter section, 

using it to add contrast and drama into the music. This is an entirely new section added to the 

original hymn, which helps it blend more closely with other types of popular music, which 

often utilize bridges in their songs. The bridge uses different harmonic progressions than the 

verse and chorus. It alternates between I and IV, waiting until the return of the chorus to 

finally lead to the dominant. Because it never reaches the dominant, the bridge provides good 

linking material. This link is achieved by use of the tonic and predominant chords that fit 

with the verses, but the resolution of dominant-tonic is not seen again until the return of the 
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chorus. Located in the middle of the two final choruses, the bridge signals to listeners that the 

end is approaching. It is short and simple enough that it fits well into the traditional hymn 

lyrics and works to divide the last two choruses by excluding the dominant. The music never 

quite achieves a sense of completion until the chorus returns to end the piece, finally 

providing the V-I resolution.  

These repeating harmonies throughout the designated verses and choruses with the 

repetitious pattern of the lyrics in the chorus show cohesion and demonstrate the biggest 

indication of the form. Where the harmonic progression changes, the formal sections also 

change. The repetition of the chorus with changing verses displays a verse-chorus form. The 

bridge that comes near the end does not disprove any of the ideas but is added for contrast 

and to help lead back into a final statement of the chorus. It is used to update the form. The 

traditional hymn by Elvina Hall is in verse-chorus form, while the CWM version was 

updated to include a bridge following examples from the rock genre.  

 

Table 2.3. “Jesus Paid It All” Formal Sections  

Verse 1  0:00- 0:40 

Chorus 0:41-1:00 

Verse 2 1:01-1:29 

Chorus 1:30-1:57 

Bridge 1:58-3:00 

Verse 3 3:01-3:38 
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The CWM genre adopts many forms used in all types of music. While “Jesus Paid It 

All” is in verse-chorus form, “Come Thou Fount” is written in strophic form. The original 

hymn and contemporary version show similar patterns in formal sections. This hymn is 

historical, as Robert Robinson wrote it in 1758 after a moving sermon by the revival preacher 

George Whitefield. It has been sung by churches around the world for more than two and a 

half centuries. The band Kings Kaleidoscope released a new version of “Come Thou Fount” 

in 2012. The song has three verses, and four formal sections. The first verse is repeated at the 

end, adding this fourth section (Table 2.4). During each verse, the melody and harmony are 

copies of each other. The harmony follows the same pattern throughout the piece: I- vi- IV- I. 

This harmonic pattern occurs twice during each verse, and only once in the instrumental 

passage. The instruments and timbres are layered as the song progresses, adding drama to the 

piece that could otherwise be monotonous. For example, the piece opens with just a 

synthesizer, but drums are also added as the first verse begins, and other instruments are used 

later in the song. Without the layering of instruments, the song would be dull as there is no 

change in harmonic progression and only utilizes one repeating formal section. This 

repetitious harmony and melody while the text changes are the most defining evidence for 

the form of the piece. Timbre, instrumental, and rhythmic changes have been added to 

provide more interest, but these musical aspects do not affect the form. Instrumental sections 

added between verses show the influence of pop music, and allow a basic musical idea or 

short motif to be played that may contrast or compliment the verses surrounding them.5 

 
5 Guy Jansen, “When the Music Fades: The Artistic Worth of Worship Song Melodies,” in 

“The Message in the Music,” edited by Robert Woods and Brian Walrath, (Nashville, TN: 

Abingdon Press, 2007).  
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These do not necessarily play into the form, because they are usually short and repeated 

between every verse, which would then be included within the verse itself.  

Table 2.4 “Come Thou Fount” Formal Sections 

Verse 1 0:00-1:16 

Verse 2 1:16-2:09 

Instrumental 2:10-2:39 

Verse 3 2:40-3:59 

Verse 1 4:00-4:56 

 

 

“How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” is another song in strophic form. This one has 

a few aspects that merge it with a traditional hymn-like strophic form and some features that 

are more current in the twenty-first century. It is a merging of two stylistic genres into one. It 

was written by Stuart Townend in 1995, which makes its origin much more modern than the 

previous examples. Townend states on his website,  

 I’d already written quite a few songs for worship, but all in a more contemporary 

worship style, drawing from my own musical background. But I distinctly remember 

getting this feeling one day that I was going to write a hymn! Now, like most people, I 

am familiar with hymns – they form part of my church background, and I love the truth 

contained in many of them.6  

 

These ideas from the composer provide even more evidence that the piece is a combination 

of the old with the new. The song has three verses, each separated by a brief instrumental 

interlude, and each containing the same melodic content (Table 2.5). The verses are made up 

of two eight-measure phrases, with sixteen measures total. The combination of these phrases 

 
6Stuart Townend. “How Deep the Father's Love.” (East Sussex: Townend Music Limited, 

2019). https://www.stuarttownend.co.uk/song/how-deep-the-fathers-love-for-us/.  
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shows a parallel period- a half cadence finishing the first phrase, and an authentic cadence 

concluding the second with the same basic idea at the beginning (Figure 2.1). Each verse has 

a short instrumental section at the end with simplified harmonies. The parallel period shows 

planning within the form. The parallel period is associated mostly with classical music, 

showing a merging of the old with the new, as it was a hymn written in the 1990s.  

 

 

Figure 2.1. “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us,” demonstrating parallel period structure  
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Table 2.5.” How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” Formal Sections 

Verse 1 0:00-1:10 

Verse 2 1:11-2:14 

Interlude/Bridge 2:15-2:40 

Verse 3 2:41-4:24 

 

The instrumental interlude at the end of the second verse is more significant than the 

others, because it demonstrates more power than the others. The band plays together at a 

louder dynamic, and the vocal part emphasizes the last line of the second verse, “it is 

finished,” by repeating it several times. The length of the second instrumental interlude 

shows that it has a more important function. It seems to act as a “mini” bridge. Upon first 

listening, it may seem to be repeated material from the verse; however, the interlude provides 

important linking material between verses. The band had already played through the 

instrumental progression, when the section is played again and the vocalist repeated, “It is 

finished/Oh!” This section only lasts for 8 measures but shows significance because it is 

twice as long as the first instrumental interlude and contains freestyle worship from the 

vocalist. The third verse is introduced after this small, unlabeled bridge. The strength of the 

song is lessened as some of the instruments drop out and rest, and the song begins to 

conclude. The final verse contains twenty-four measures as the last phrase is repeated, 

creating a sense of completeness.  

The harmonies of these different sections in “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” 

help establish the form as well. All three verses contain the same harmonic progressions, and 

each verse is divided into two phrases. Both verses are harmonically similar to each other, 

although the melody changes. The instrumental interlude at the end of the verse uses just two 
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chords, vi and IV (Table 2.6). The longer interlude/“mini” bridge uses same progression as 

the instrumental portion of the verses. While the verses comprise major sections of the piece, 

the interlude-bridge provides a modern twist to an otherwise generic form.  

Table 2.6. “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” Harmonic Progressions within Phrases 

Phrase 1 Phrase 2 Instrumental Ending 

I   ii I6 | IV | I6 | vi  V | 

I   ii I6 | IV | I | V  I  

I  ii I6 | IV | I | vi V | 

 I ii I6 | IV | V  I 

vi | IV 

 

“Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” is another song written in verse-chorus form. 

Formal complexity is used in this song as it incorporates an old hymn with a new song. All 

Sons and Daughters released the song in 2013 on their album Live. The song features a 

contemporary rock sound, while mixing in a traditional hymn in the middle. They used the 

hymn “Nothing but the Blood,” which was written in 1876 by Robert Lowry.7 “Your 

Glory/Nothing but the Blood” features only an excerpt of the hymn: the first verse and 

chorus. It is a relatively simple song when looking at the text but contains complexity within 

the arrangement of the different sections. The contemporary song contains two repeated 

verses separated by the chorus, a bridge, and an excerpt of a familiar hymn tune. The verse 

consists of an eight-measure phrase with another four-measure phrase repeating the word 

“holy” at the end. These last four measures could be considered as part of a pre-chorus, but it 

is consistent within the verse. A change happens in the harmonic progressions during these 

four measures. Previously, descending fourth root movement could be heard throughout the 

 
7 Robert Lowry. “Nothing but the Blood of Jesus.” Hymnary.org. Accessed February 2, 

2022.  https://hymnary.org/text/what_can_wash_away_my_sin.   
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verse, but after the first eight-measure phrase, it changes to descending second root 

movement. This change in harmony helps push the music to the chorus.  

Table 2.7. “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” Formal Sections 

Verse 1 0:00-0:57 

Chorus 0:58-1:30 

Verse 1 1:31-2:16 

Chorus 2:17-3:01 

Bridge 3:02-3:54 

Excerpt 3:55-5:05 

Bridge 5:06-6:508 

 

The chorus is notable due to its unusual phrase structure. The phrase is ten measures 

long, rather than a more typical eight or four measure phrase. It uses a mixture of the 

descending fourth and descending second root movement for the harmonic structure, which 

shows that the two sections of the verse were being used to set up what was coming in the 

chorus. After the verse and chorus is played twice, the bridge begins. The bridge consists of a 

four-measure phrase repeated four times. Each time it is played, the instrumentation and 

dynamic level is built up to create a more intense effect and drive into the next formal 

section. Directly after this, the first verse and chorus of “Nothing but the Blood” is inserted 

and played in its entirety. The melody is left unaltered for the excerpt, leaving it unchanged 

from the traditional version, although the harmonies are changed to mirror those used in the 

 
8 The song does not end here, but continues with several repetitions of the sections. As this is 

a live recording, these repetitions did not seem necessary to include in the analysis.  
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bridge. Finally, the original bridge is played again, and after several repetitions, the song is 

finished.  

The harmonies help show the separate sections in “Your Glory/Nothing but the 

Blood.” As mentioned before, the verse uses two types of root motion: descending fourths, 

and descending seconds. The first eight-measure phrase applies the descending fourths 

motion, while the next four-measure phrase uses descending second. This is consistent for 

both instances of the verse. While the descending fourths progression does not seem 

inconsistent with tonal harmonies, the lack of a resolution for the final IV chord shows a 

departure from the common tonic-predominant-dominant order of chords. The dissonance 

and resolutions are generally what provide motion in the song, but this song uses root 

movement instead. The descending stepwise harmonies are less commonly encountered than 

descending fourth, but are present in this song. The minor vi moving to V adds a bit of a 

more serious quality to the music, which then resolves on the tonic chord. The chorus uses 

the same harmonies, but in a different order. It starts with the descending fourth root 

movement, and this is played through twice. The descending stepwise root motion follows 

this, just as it does in the verse. However, after the descending second motion, the same 

harmonies are used in reverse: IV- V-vi. The descending fourths motion returns to finish the 

chorus harmonies. The bridge uses mostly tonic functioning chords. It starts on the tonic, and 

then progresses into predominant and tonic substitute chords.  
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Table 2.8. “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” Formal Section Harmonies 

Verse 1  Chorus Bridge  Excerpt 

Phrase 1:  

IV I | V :|| 

x2 

Phrase 2: 

vi  V | IV :|| 

Phrase 1:  

IV  I | V :|| 

vi  V | IV:|| 

Phrase 2:  

I   V | vi | 

IV  V | I 

Phrase 1: 

I | IV | vi | IV :|| 

(vamp) 

Phrase 1: 

I | IV | vi | IV:|| 

x4 

 

Each of these four songs have qualities that set them apart, and the musicians 

incorporate two different types of form with varying effects. Each of these songs mix an 

older source hymn with newer, rock-inspired ideas in Contemporary Worship Music. In 

addition, much of CWM follows the form of the traditional hymn it was inspired from, but 

may also have a bridge or other significant formal section added. Because of the changes to 

the form, the music fuses roots from both traditional hymns in the church and secular popular 

music.  
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CHAPTER 3 

INSTRUMENTATION AND TIMBRE 

The instrumentation of Contemporary Worship Music is influenced by rock and 

popular music genres, particularly the use of the band. The standard rock band includes an 

acoustic guitar, electric guitar, bass guitar, keyboard, and drums. A synthesizer is often heard 

in both rock and pop music. While CWM definitely has origins from rock music in the 

1960s, the sound of the music now is closer to pop-rock and soft rock. Jayson Dobney and 

Craig Inciardi described the importance of the rock genre in more than just popular music: 

“Rock and roll was a social and generational phenomenon that became one of the most 

important artistic movements of the 20th century.”1 In CWM too, the music has a social 

impact as well as a musical one. The entire band works together to create a musical 

experience, and the instruments play a vital role in the creation of each effect. The electric 

guitar is foundational in rock music and the authors acknowledge this, stating, “His 

[discussing Chuck Berry] electric guitar solos in songs revolutionized the music, making the 

instrument both the primary voice and a visual icon of rock and roll.”1 Many well-known 

rock bands have equally well-known electric guitar players or electric guitar solos that go 

with it. Other instruments have just as much importance, and Dobney and Inciardi describe 

these as well, “The introduction of the Fender Company’s Precision model electric bass gave 

that instrument’s players a similar range of motion,” and, “though immobile, drum sets have 

also become part of the scenery and stagecraft of live performances, usually dominating the 

center of the stage.”1 These instruments are important for more than just the sound; they are 

 
1Jayson Kerr Dobney and Craig J. Inciardi, Play It Loud: Instruments of Rock & Roll. (New 

York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2019). 13.  
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part of the performance. Inciardi and Dobney also discuss use of keyboard instruments, 

“Keyboard rigs could also be configured for dramatic effect…the rigs of electric organs and 

synthesizers that Rick Wakeman of Yes played resemble spaceship control panels from 

science-fiction movies.”1 These instruments have a purpose, and create both the sound and 

performance of rock music. In Contemporary Worship Music, the important role of the 

instruments is demonstrated through the instrumentation used for individual songs and the 

layers of sound created within.  

It could be argued that the use of the band has only created music that sounds a 

certain way. In fact, a lot of the bands use the same instrumentations in similar ways. The top 

praise and worship songs from PraiseCharts shows that the top bands contain almost the 

exact same instrumentation. Even more, four out of five of these bands employ the 

instruments in a way that creates music that sounds similar to other music. Piano/keys, 

acoustic guitar, electric guitar, drums, and bass guitar are the most frequently found 

instruments in the CWM band (Table 3.1). Many CWM songs and bands follow this format, 

because it is effective for the music being performed. So much of this music is being used in 

Sunday morning worship services as live performances, so the editing and perfecting of the 

sound from a music studio is unavailable. Most worship bands attempt to imitate what is 

heard in a recording, but the live performance creates a more raw, intimate sound. Church 

worship bands do not always have all the instrumentation available, so sometimes other 

instruments double the parts or fill in the missing spots. A more acoustic band due to lack of 

drums or electric guitar creates an intimate effect within the service.  
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Table 3.1. PraiseCharts Top Bands from 2021 Instrumentation 

 Piano/Keys Acoustic Guitar Electric Guitar Bass 

Guitar 

Drums 

Phil Wickham: 

Battle Belongs 

Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Elevation Worship: 

Graves into 

Gardens 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Hillsong Worship: 

King of Kings 

Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Bethel Music: 

Goodness of God 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

We the Kingdom: 

God So Loved 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

The adaption of sacred music to secular instrumentation allows musicians to create a 

bigger sound at different times throughout the music. This led to bands that could construct 

loud, intense moments, and softer, calm moments in just one song. Bruce Baugh wrote in 

Prolegomena to Any Aesthetics of Rock Music, “The best rock performances . . . make 

extensive use of dynamics, much as a good blues singer does.”2 Traditional hymns are often 

sung in the church accompanied by piano or organ. While these instruments can be quite loud 

or soft, dynamic levels can become stagnant, as it is hard to cue an entire congregation into 

softer or louder dynamics. Sometimes in traditional hymns, the piano and organ could have a 

louder, passionate sound, but the effect becomes more substantial with the addition of more 

 
2 Bruce Baugh, “Prolegomena to Any Aesthetics of Rock Music,” Journal of Aesthetics & 

Art Criticism 51 (1992):  https://doi.org/10.2307/431967, 23-29. 

https://doi.org/10.2307/431967
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instruments. With the adoption of multiple instruments borrowed from rock, the music’s 

texture and dynamics build and fall at various points, which can initiate a more emotional or 

spiritual experience for the audience.  

Kings Kaleidoscope, an alternative Christian rock band, applied the idea of fuller 

instrumentation using a rock ensemble to perform sacred music. The band has been playing 

together since 2010. They have toured throughout the United States in cities such as Hudson, 

OH (2016); Nashville, TN (2018); Kansas City, MO (2019); and San Francisco, CA (2019). 

On the band website, the group is described as using, “an eclectic range of modern, 

woodwind, string, and brass instruments for a colorful, stylistic harmony that stands greater 

than the sum of its parts . . . The marriage of electronic and analogue soundscapes is a love 

letter to Motown and Math Rock, with illustrative lyricism that runs the gamut of haunting, 

uplifting, and resolved.”3 This group merges several styles into one sound through 

instrumentation and timbre, rhythms, and vocal quality. As stated on their website, their main 

inspiration was rock music, which means they use a variety of instruments, including the 

acoustic guitar, electric guitar, synthesizer, wind or brass instruments, drums, and keyboard. 

Kings Kaleidoscope recorded “Come Thou Fount” in 2012.4 The instrumentation of 

the song sets it apart from recordings by other bands and the traditional hymn on which it 

was based. The revamped hymn starts with just the sound of a synthesizer alternating 

between two notes a whole step apart, acting as an ostinato through the whole song. The 

result is a sense of ebb and flow, like waves washing in and out. This continues for the 

 
3Kings Kaleidoscope, “Contact,” 

 https://www.kingskaleidoscope.com/contact  (Accessed on September 29, 2021). 

  
4Kings Kaleidoscope, “Come Thou Fount,” track 2 on Asaph’s Arrows, MHM, 2012, Spotify.  

 https://open.spotify.com/track/4KWqsra7XbtEdZTPYT1ZVJ?si=4ef238d774064e2a  

https://www.kingskaleidoscope.com/contact
https://open.spotify.com/track/4KWqsra7XbtEdZTPYT1ZVJ?si=4ef238d774064e2a
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entirety of the intro (0:00-0:25). When the first verse begins, the drums and vocalist enter at 

the same time. The sound is relatively low, and the mood is calm and peaceful. At the end of 

the first verse, the sound becomes slightly more intense as more instruments are added. 

While drums keep a steady beat, the synthesizer continues a wave-like effect, and a second 

synthesizer and an electric guitar are added to the mix. The second synthesizer alternates 

between two notes a whole step apart, but contrasts with the first one because it keeps a 

steady eighth-note beat. Because the electric guitar only plays every two measures on the 

downbeat, it gives the vocal stanzas more emphasis.  

 Throughout verse two the song begins to build towards its climactic point. The 

loudest, more climactic moments of the song happen in the middle (2:14-4:02). This more 

heartfelt, passionate section begins with just instruments and no vocals (2:14-2:40) and 

includes the third verse. The synthesizers continue the whole-step alternations, while the 

drums begin a faster subdivision of the beat, and the electric guitar now can be heard on 

every downbeat. The most significant addition to the instrumentation is the use of strings and 

brass instruments. A group of violins and a trumpet can be distinctly heard as the song moves 

into the third verse.  The vocalist reenters at 2:40, and the full instrumentation and faster 

rhythmic subdivisions continue until the repeat of verse 1 at the end (4:03-4:56).  

The addition of the brass and strings set this piece apart from a typical CWM rock 

band, giving it a unique sound. The expected instruments within a worship band mirror what 

the standard rock band includes (although variations are possible and occur in many bands): 

electric guitar, acoustic guitar, keys, drums, and bass guitar. Other instruments added create 

an individuality within the sound. The addition of brass and strings within the sacred rock 

song reflects the performers’ talents and allows them to use another layer to build up the 
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sound at the climactic point. The instrumentation is used to add more expression, as 

described by Bruce Baugh: “Rock achieves the expressivity through musical instruments 

more closely associated with jazz or blues, a use of the guitar far removed from its earlier 

uses as either a rhythm instrument or a bit of instrumental filler between choruses.”5 The 

instruments are not just accompaniment, they are an integral part of the sound.  

Some artists and bands still use the typical rock band configuration, although others 

like Kings Kaleidoscope have made alterations and added different instruments. Austin Stone 

Worship released a contemporary Christian/Rock style of “How Deep the Father’s Love for 

Us” in 2015, and the instrumentation and timbres mirror a popular/rock style band. In “How 

Deep the Father’s Love for Us,” the music starts softly, with just an electric guitar, acoustic 

guitar, and an ambient pad (0:00-0:20).6 The vocalist begins the first verse, and the keyboard 

is used as soft accompaniment. The first verse is kept relatively quiet and calm, illuminating 

the reflective mood of the lyrics, which describe the vastness of God’s love. The vocalist and 

keyboard work together with the descriptive lyrics and quiet dynamic to create a thoughtful, 

contemplative mood within the music. At the end of the first verse, the instrumentation 

thickens, allowing the music to build tension and excitement. A second electric guitar is 

added, and the drums join the ensemble. At the second verse, the texture continues to grow 

denser, and the sound includes all the instruments playing (1:22-2:12). The drums in this 

section are sparser, sounding only on the downbeat of each measure. All the instruments can 

be heard at a medium volume at the end of the second verse. The lyrics “It is finished” are 

 
5 Baugh, “Prolegomena to Any Aesthetics of Rock Music,” 27. 
6 Austin Stone Worship, “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us”, track 8 on This Glorious 

Grace (Live), Austin Stone Worship. 2015. 

https://open.spotify.com/track/3UxY5VuSOf38QgQNSDPgLr?si=b6e1c16878d44869  

https://open.spotify.com/track/3UxY5VuSOf38QgQNSDPgLr?si=b6e1c16878d44869
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emphasized here by the fullness of the instrumentation (2:14). This shows an important 

relation between the lyrics and the music. Previously in the verse, the lyrics were more 

anguished. This was accomplished through the words, “ashamed, dying breath, my sin, 

mocking voice” as these are all negatively viewed in the Christian faith. At the end of the 

verse when it finally states, “it is finished,” the band has reached its full instrumentation. The 

correlation between instruments and lyrics is even more emphasized at this point as it is the 

first line without any minor chords and is finished with an authentic cadence.  

While verse two shows the instrumentation building in intensity, verse three shows 

the importance of contrast within music like this, because the instruments are continually 

adding to the group or pausing within the song. The rise and fall of the instrumental texture 

support the text as it progresses from serious to victorious.  The start of the verse (2:41-2:52) 

allowed the instrumentation to thin, leaving a serious atmosphere with just the vocalist and 

pads. At the second half, the instrumentation resumed a fuller texture (2:53-3:11). This build 

reflects the lyrics in a victorious manner, “But I will boast in Jesus Christ/His death and 

resurrection.” As this belief is one of the most important themes in the Christian faith, it 

makes sense that it would build again to create another climactic moment. This moment is 

achieved by adding the second electric guitar, keys, acoustic guitar, and drum set back in. 

This sound lasts for only a short time (3:11-3:52), and then the instrumentation is reduced 

again. The instrumental support and emphasis through the fullness of sound and dynamic 

level demonstrates the importance of the lyrics. As the song closes, many of the instruments 

drop out again, leaving just the electric guitar, pads, keys, and vocalist that was first heard at 

the beginning (3:53-4:25). The thick, full instrumentation emphasizes the most important 
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message within the song, and then creates a sense of relief as the instrumentation thins and 

calms back down to close.  

The addition and removal of instruments throughout “How Deep the Father’s Love 

for Us” allows the song to grow in dynamic level through instrumental texture. The 

instruments were used for more than just dynamic levels though; they were paired with the 

vocalist to highlight specific words or phrases of the song. This ensures that the message of 

the song will not get lost in the moment but is emphasized by each member of the band. The 

instruments themselves actually create the mood of the piece. When they are all playing at 

top volume, the mood can be dramatic and exciting, but when only a few are included, the 

mood might be reflective or calming. All of this can be achieved using just the instruments of 

a standard popular/rock band.  

Shane and Shane use a similar idea of keeping the standard rock band to recreate a 

classic hymn just as Austin Stone Worship did. “Jesus Paid It All” uses the typical 

instruments from a rock group and creates layers in the music by alternating which 

instrument is heard during different parts of the hymn (Table 3.2). The instruments include 

the piano, acoustic guitar, electric guitar, drum set, and vocals. The music grows and fades as 

different combinations of instruments play together. Some of the instruments play in pairs 

during “Jesus Paid It All.” For instance, the piano almost always plays with the acoustic 

guitar, while the drums and electric guitar can often be heard at the same time too. The 

electric guitar is always heard during the rich, full instrumental texture, never during the 

softer points. The acoustic instruments are saved for the softer, intimate sound while the 

electric instruments are heard during the louder, fuller moments.  
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Table 3.2. “Jesus Paid It All,” Instrumentation Chart 

 Piano Acoustic 

Guitar 

Male Vocal Drums Electric 

Guitar 

0:00-0:20 

Intro 

X X    

0:21-0:42 

Verse 

X X X   

0:43-1:00 

Chorus 

X X X X  

1:01-1:08 

Instrumental 

X X  X X 

1:09-1:30 

Verse 

X X X X X 

1:31-1:49 

Chorus 

X X X X X 

1:50-1:57 

Instrumental 

X X  X X 

1:58-2:18 

Bridge 

X X X   

2:19-3:00 

Bridge Cont. 

X X X X X 

3:00-3:18 

Verse 

X  X   

3:18-3:48 

Outro 

X X  X  

 

As previously mentioned, the piano and acoustic guitar almost always are heard 

together. “Jesus Paid It All” opens with a melody played by this pair (0:00-0:19).7 These are 

the only two instruments that can be heard during the intro and first verse. The vocalist enters 

during the first verse and sings calmly and softly. During the chorus, the cymbals from the 

drum set are added with the guitar and piano. The piano has a new role during the chorus–it 

 
7 Shane and Shane, “Jesus Paid It All,” track 8 on The Worship Initiative, Vol. 5 The Worship 

Initiative, 2018.  

https://open.spotify.com/track/1vxLrzkZv3VICnuuJoVDBH?si=1b62e64427904448. 
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is used to echo the vocal part and provide support with the chords for the other instruments. 

During the instrumental section following the first chorus, the electric guitar is added, 

although it only plays the melody with the piano and acoustic guitar (0:59-1:08). This creates 

unity and simplicity: despite the fact that more instruments are added, only one melody is 

played. When the bridge begins, all the electric instruments drop out again, leaving just the 

vocalist, guitar, and piano, using a smaller, intimate sound to draw attention to the new 

section added to this remade hymn. At the third repetition of the bridge, the instruments 

begin to reenter, creating a thicker layer of sound which then creates more tension leading to 

another area. The drums, electric guitar, acoustic guitar, piano, and vocalist can all be heard 

at this point during the fourth repetition of the bridge. The vocalist sings out with a larger 

dynamic level as the song increases in intensity. The instruments continue a bigger volume 

through the instrumental section following the bridge (2:39-2:59), but at verse three, most of 

the instruments drop out, leaving just the piano and vocals. This is a signal to the listeners 

that the end is approaching. With fewer distractions from the lyrics, the message of the song 

is highlighted by the reduced instrumentation. The opening melody returns at the end of the 

song, and includes the piano, acoustic guitar, cymbals, and electric guitar playing softly.  

Changing instruments for different formal sections creates layers in a music that 

otherwise would be monotonous. The instruments are not unique to this genre, but the way 

they are paired and layered allows the sound to build and fall throughout the verses, chorus, 

and bridge. The instrumental sections allow individual instruments time to shine and 

reinforce the calmness of the verses, chorus, and bridge. In this way, all aspects of the music 

work together to create feeling in the music.  
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While Shane and Shane use traditional rock band instruments in “Jesus Paid It All,” 

All Sons and Daughters use a greater variety of instruments within their music, adding more 

creativity and artistry. Their basic ensemble includes that of a traditional rock group, 

similarly to Austin Stone Worship, but they use other instruments from folk and indie styles 

to feature in their work. In “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood,” they create instrumental 

layers to build momentum to the climax of the piece.8 From the intro to the climax at the 

excerpt of “Nothing but the Blood,” instruments such as, piano, cello, acoustic guitar, and 

drums join the group to create a fuller sound while two main vocalists sing the lyrics.  

The cello and piano open “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood,” and are the only 

instruments heard through the first verse (0:00-0:59). The acoustic guitar joins in the chorus, 

arpeggiating chords softly in the background. It is not until the first verse is repeated that 

other instruments help build the texture. The piano, acoustic guitar, cello, and drums all play 

together somewhat softly. The vocalists create more fullness of sound in this section; the 

female singer leads the verse while the male singer echoes what she sings in a call-and-

response fashion. The call and response repetition between voices fills time and leaves little 

space to hear the instruments. This tangle of voices creates more motion that drives to the 

chorus.  At the return of the chorus, the drums become more active (playing more than just 

the downbeat), and two electric guitars can be heard, one playing with an E-Bow to sustain 

the sound. During the bridge, the sound continues to build as the instruments play together 

 
8 All Songs and Daughters, “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood,” track 13 on Live, Integrity 

Music, 2013. 

https://open.spotify.com/track/5UgGtoBzu4mmslDkcbLduT?si=6a7c50799b884dbb.  

 

https://open.spotify.com/track/5UgGtoBzu4mmslDkcbLduT?si=6a7c50799b884dbb
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and gradually raise the dynamic level. In the middle of the bridge, the drums increase the 

subdivisions played in volume and continue this for two repetitions of the bridge (3:33-3:55).  

The hymn excerpt of “Nothing but the Blood” is the climax of the piece; the 

instruments play at a loud dynamic level. The vocalists exclaim the lyrics passionately, 

reinforcing the importance of the borrowed hymn in the new song. It could have been played 

softly at the beginning, or placed at the end as the song faded, but the artists and composers 

chose to place it in the middle. It functions as a second bridge as a high point in the song that 

leads directly to the return of the chorus. By placing the borrowed material in the middle of 

the song at the loudest, fullest section, the artists are making sure the hymn is magnified. The 

chorus that follows the borrowed portion of “Nothing but the Blood” is softer, with just the 

vocalists, cello, acoustic guitar, and piano. In the live recording, the song continues to build 

to the bridge again, but the biggest climax occurred at the hymn excerpt, and the rest of the 

song features repetitions of it.  

The use of different instruments allows CWM music to add creativity to the music. 

“Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” used a cello and electric guitar with E-bow to add a 

novel sound to the music. The deep, smooth sound created by these instruments introduces a 

serious quality to the music that a higher instrument could not replicate. The layering of more 

traditional instruments helps the music rise and fall from the climax to the end. The sound 

density helps accentuate climactic parts while the thinner sound of acoustic instruments still 

has depth and purpose as the sections intermingle.  

The use of rock band instrumentation in sacred music means there are more 

instruments that can be used to greater effects. Contemporary Worship Music keeps the 

sacred biblical message and praise found within hymns but changes the instrumentation. The 
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instrumentation reflects a change that first started in secular popular music but is now used 

effectively within the church and other sacred contexts. The rock ensemble allows the 

musicians to create layers of sound that promotes intensity at the important moments in the 

songs and a gentleness at more serious moments. While the four songs each feature small 

variations in the instrumentation, the effects created are similar. Each song starts low with 

only 2-4 instruments and increases the dynamic level and number of instruments playing as it 

reaches the climax of the song. Usually, the bridge is one of the most climactic points in the 

music, but for songs that do not include a bridge, this happens most often around one-half to 

two-thirds of the way through the song. By the time the song finishes, the instrumental 

texture has lessened back to what the original instrumentation was in the introduction. The 

rise and fall created by the instruments helps set a mood and environment that focuses on the 

lyrics and meaning behind the music.  
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CHAPTER 4 

HARMONY 

Harmonic progressions in Contemporary Worship Music exemplify the mixture of 

secular popular music with traditional hymns. CWM artists have shown that it is possible to 

keep the sacred aspect of a hymn, but change the harmonies, rhythm, and instrumentation to 

make it fit into a secular culture. Many harmonic progressions found within CWM music are 

the same ones found in typical rock songs. Secular popular music has often been criticized 

for using three chords; a quick YouTube search can provide a beginner musician with ten 

videos showing ten songs or more that can be played with three easy chords. By contrast, 

sacred music historically was more complex; it was music to enlighten the soul, not to be in 

the background. Sacred music is now following the popular music trend of an overall more 

simplistic style, although the progressions can be surprisingly complex. CWM music may 

take the lyrics from hymns, but the harmonic progressions arise from rock.  

Table 4.1. Kings Kaleidoscope, “Come Thou Fount” Chord Progressions 

Verses:    I      | I      | vi      | vi      | IV      | IV      | I      | I      :|| 

Kings Kaleidoscope uses a popular rock progression in their version of “Come Thou 

Fount.” (Table 4.1) The lyrics were taken directly from the traditional hymn, but the 

harmonies contrast between the hymn and CWM versions of the song. Traditionally, the 

hymn was in strophic form and incorporated a mixture of standard harmonic progressions: I- 

IV- V7- I. The strophic form of the hymn makes it easier for the writers to change the 

harmonies and use the same three chords throughout the song in the CWM version. As 

melody and harmony stay the same throughout the verses, there is less material to try and fit 
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into a three-chord model. The harmonic progression found in “Come Thou Fount” by Kings 

Kaleidoscope is continually I-vi-IV-I.  

The absence of the dominant chord in “Come Thou Fount” demonstrates a popular 

rock technique that emphasizes the subdominant. Stephenson describes typical harmonies 

used by many rock artists: “Many passages in rock involve only two harmonies, the I and the 

IV, a situation virtually unheard of in common-practice music except in codas.”1 While 

“Come Thou Fount” uses three harmonies instead of just two, the succession of those chords 

still shows a rock influence. The vi chord in the middle functions as both a tonic substitute 

and precursor to the predominant. The descending third motion allows the vi chord to lead to 

the IV chord. The phrase model cannot be used to interpret the progression or deviation from 

the progression because it cannot be used without a dominant chord. Lack of dominant 

harmony demonstrates a move away from the original hymn and into the realm of newer 

sounds. Absence of the leading tone throughout the song opens more space as it is not being 

pushed to resolve to the tonic. The descending thirds motion allows the music to drift 

between these three chords easily as just one note has to change during each time. The 

subdominant chord is the last to be used in the order, making it one of the more important 

harmonies.  

The subdominant chord is not used as a predominant, because the dominant is not 

included at all. Instead, as one of the last chords in the progression, the subdominant chord is 

one of the most important. This follows the idea Drew Nobile suggests in “Form and Voice 

Leading in Early Beatles Songs.” The subdominant chord functions more as a dominant 

 
1Stephenson, What to Listen for in Rock: A Stylistic Analysis, 113.  
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chord and serves in a cadential role.2 The tonic chord follows it, finishing each phrase. The vi 

chord is used as both a tonic substitute and a precursor to the subdominant. The flexibility in 

the function of the submediant chord is partially because of the common-tones shared 

between the other chords. The I and vi chords share two notes, and the vi and IV chords also 

share two notes. Because IV and I chord share just one note, when the progression starts 

over, it creates a motion down the interval of a fourth instead of a third, which then gives it 

continual motion back to the tonic after falling down each time. Because of this, only one 

note change is needed to shift to the next chord in the progression from any of the given 

chords. These gradual changes are used effectively throughout the piece in the synthesizer. 

The synthesizer begins the piece and plays a drone-like passage. This preserves the common 

tone, and gradual shifts in harmony. The bass guitar emphasizes the root of each chord every 

time it changes, as the root movement is heard most prominently in this instrument. This bass 

motion down by third is significant in more than just the held common tones between chords. 

As the dominant chord was not included, “Come Thou Fount” therefore requires a 

different type of motion. Root movement is a common way popular music can be analyzed 

when it follows a pattern and when conventional analytical approaches do not always fit. 

This type of movement happens in many popular songs, and CWM artists were quick to pick 

up on the idea. The descending third root movement within “Come Thou Fount” pulls from 

tonic towards the subdominant. That falling motion is never as strong as the pull of dominant 

would have been because it does not include the leading-tone resolution, but instead creates 

the needed space for gradual shifts between chords. Because the song is strophic and 

 
2 Drew Nobile, “Form and Voice Leading in Early Beatles Songs,” Music Theory Online 

Volume 17, no. 3 (2011). 

https://mtosmt.org/issues/mto.11.17.3/mto.11.17.3.nobile.pdf (accessed March 20, 2022).  

https://mtosmt.org/issues/mto.11.17.3/mto.11.17.3.nobile.pdf
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repetitious, the harmony is the same throughout the verses. No bridge is included, so no 

deviation was needed there either. In this way, the harmonies of the piece were able to be 

simplified into the same three chords throughout. The descending third root movement 

enabled smooth shifts between chords, so the sound was more of a modern, folk quality, 

while the motion between the I and IV chords kept the song moving.  

Root movement happens in more than just descending thirds, however. “Your 

Glory/Nothing but the Blood” has an unconventional use of harmony that also can be 

analyzed by tracking the root movement. Stephenson describes the idea of root movement 

over progression charts:  

The root-movement chart for the new style is diametrically opposed to that of 

common-practice music. Successions involving these root movements form the staple 

of rock harmonic patterns.3  

 

Many of the patterns within rock music are not easily explained with diatonic charts. They 

were designed to be different because the harmonies follow more of a root movement pattern 

of the chords than resolution of tendency tones. The first verse of “Your Glory/Nothing but 

the Blood” contains chords that almost fit into standard harmonic progressions, but they do 

not quite resolve as expected. The chords appear out of order from standard rock harmonic 

progressions. For example, the dominant chord is utilized at the end of the progression, but 

the leading tone is not resolved to the tonic. The subdominant chord does not progress to the 

dominant. This chord progression looks like it was written out of order, but if analyzed as 

root movement, the chord progressions show a pattern beyond IV- I- V.  

 

 
3 Stephenson, What to Listen for in Rock: A Stylistic Analysis, 104.  
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Table 4.2. “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood,” Chord Progressions 

Verse:      IV   I   |  V     |  IV   I   | V      |  IV    I  |  V      |  IV    I   |   V  

      IV  I   |  V     |  IV   I   | V       | vi    V  | IV      | vi      V |   IV 

Chorus:    IV  I   |  V    :||  vi    V | IV      | IV    V|   vi      | IV    V  | I 

Bridges:   I         |  IV    |   vi        | I   ||  

The progressions within “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” have two different 

standard root movement intervals. The first verse shows a clear motion of descending fourths 

using the following chords: IV-I-V. Movement by the interval of a fourth may sound choppy 

at first, but the chord voicing is arranged by the band to make it sound smoother. The first 

half of the chorus uses the same chord pattern, while the second half changes. The second 

half of the chorus follows vi-V-IV, showing a change in root motion from descending fourth 

to descending second. The descending second root movement is especially prevalent in rock 

music, for example, “You Make Loving Fun” by Fleetwood Mac. This song uses I- V/III- 

IV/III- III, which illustrates root movement of each chord descending by step progressively.  

The use of root movement progressions happens beyond the first verse in “Your 

Glory/Nothing but the Blood.” Even the bridge that includes the excerpt of “Nothing but the 

Blood” changes the harmonies from the hymn to fit the root movement used in the verses. 

The hymn uses relatively simple chord progressions and relies on the tonic chord heavily 

throughout the verse (Figure 4.1). The harmonic progression from the first phrase of the 

hymn demonstrates the way it alternates almost exclusively between I and V, with a few 

embellishing tones and chords just for slight contrast. By contrast, the CWM bridge version 

shows that the tonic is still important, but the vi chord is included as a tonic substitute, using 

the minor quality to make the sound more serious and to add variety into the chord 
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progression (Figure 4.2). The use of the minor tonic substitution creates contrast that fits well 

with the rest of the piece as a whole, as it is the same chord that has been previously used in 

the verses, and preserves the original idea of tonic importance. The change from using the 

dominant to the subdominant chord continues previous materials. Moving between I and IV 

shows the incorporation of the descending fourth progression, while deviating to the vi chord 

allows a change of color and contrast with the minor tonic substitute.  
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Figure 4.1. “Nothing but the Blood” from the Trinity Psalter Hymnal4 showing original 

harmonic progressions throughout the first verse and beginning of the chorus.  

 
4 Robert Lowry, Trinity Psalter Hymnal (Willow Grove, PA: Trinity Psalter Hymnal Joint 

Venture, 2018), 534.  
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Figure 4.2. “Nothing but the Blood” excerpt in “Your Glory” demonstrating harmony 

changes between CWM version and the original (Figure 4.1) 

“Jesus Paid It All” shows a different type of chord progression. This song’s chord 

progression was revised when it was changed for the CWM genre. As a hymn, the song 

follows a common linear structure, including motion from the tonic to predominant and then 

dominant harmonies, followed by a return to the tonic. The hymn includes a variety of chords 

and harmonies such as I, V, V7, vi (used as a neighboring chord), and even for contrast, the 

applied chord V7/IV in the chorus. As transformed for the CWM genre, the 

arrangement/transcription of “Jesus Paid It All” only has three chords (Table 4.3). Passing 

and applied chords have been omitted, most likely for ease of playing for the guitarists and 

group as a whole. While the song uses standard harmonic progression chords, it thwarts 
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expectations by appearing in an unexpected order. This CWM version incorporates a lot of 

tonic harmonies, while including the predominant and dominant harmonies between tonic 

(Table 4.3). The predominant comes after the dominant and tonic harmony in the verse, and 

then is followed by tonic again. This shows a relation to movement by fifths. The harmony 

first goes up a fifth from tonic to dominant, and then down a fifth, from tonic to 

subdominant. This shows an influence of rock harmonic progressions used in songs such as 

“Hound Dog” by Elvis Presley (I-IV-V-IV-I) and “The Gambler” by Kenny Rogers (I-IV-I- 

IV-I-IV-V). It is striking the way three chords are unconventional: I, IV, and V certainly fit 

within standard harmonic norms, but the way they are mixed together shows a modern twist. 

The use of three chords allows even amateur worship bands to play the song with ease, so the 

focus can be on the text and the nature of the worship.  

Table 4.3 The Worship Initiative “Jesus Paid It All” Chord Progressions 

Verse:     I    | I       | V      | I      | I       | IV       | I     V |  IV  

Chorus:   I   |  IV    | I       | V     | I       | IV      | I      V |  I  

Bridge:   I   |  IV    |  I      | IV   :|| 

Whereas the progressions found in previous examples show the way sacred music 

mixed with ideas once used exclusively in secular music, “How Deep the Father’s Love for 

Us” shows a harmonic style that conforms more to the standard harmonic progressions found 

in older hymns with smaller contemporary ideas spread throughout. As mentioned 

previously, Stuart Townend wrote this piece in 1995 in the style of a hymn. This 

contemporary hymn certainly shows knowledge of harmony but does not conform to the 

older style.  
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Table 4.4. Austin Stone Worship “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” Chord Progression 

Verses:   I      ii   I   IV   |  I     vi   V   |   I       ii   I   IV   |   I      V   I   :|| 

The first two phrases of “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” show influences of 

standard harmonic norms and ideas found in hymns and classical music, as these two phrases 

comprise a parallel period. The first phrase follows the T-PD-D-T harmonic model, but does 

not return to the tonic area, and is instead interrupted with a half cadence. The second phrase 

starts just as the first, but follows the phrase model all the way through, ending with an 

authentic cadence. The song is strophic, so the same harmonic and melodic materials are 

repeated throughout. The phrase model is evident, as the first two phrases almost entirely 

make up the harmonic material of the piece.  

 A few changes have been added to this otherwise typical phrase model. The 

predominant area shows a chord progression that looks slightly backwards. The ii chord 

precedes the IV, which happens relatively rarely because of similar function in standard 

harmonic progressions. The bass moves stepwise between the three chords (ii-I6-IV) which 

smooths out the changing harmonies and helps it work effectively to move to the next chord 

in the progression. The tonic chord follows the predominant chords, showing an even greater 

effect of using ii before IV. The IV chord can move smoothly to I, but the ii has greater voice 

leading tendencies to the V. The return to tonic shows that the predominant area is not 

functioning exactly as predominant.  

The IV-I motion in the verse as well as the brief instrumental interludes between 

verses reveal a contemporary influence beyond traditional hymns. The chord charts show that 

the instrumental four measures between verses use only the harmonies I and IV. Townend 

stated that this song was written as a hymn, but the inclusion of the instrumental break 
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between verses demonstrates an awareness of a popular style, while the harmonies within the 

break only emphasize this more. This piece uses tonic and subdominant as the most salient 

structural chords. As seen before, this is an idea that Stephenson attributes to rock music.5 

Townend wrote this song in 1994, a time when rock music was getting attention in the 

scholarly community, while Contemporary Worship Music did not become as well-known in 

scholarly circles until around 2005.6 This song really was designed as a synthesis between 

rock and hymn styles.  

As mentioned before, two of these songs use the melodies found in hymns and 

replaced the harmonic progressions. The melodies in each of the songs contain small, 

interesting ideas. Each of the songs are based from a pentatonic scale, so scale degrees four 

and seven are used sparingly. The melody of “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” begins on 

scale degree six. This obscures the tonic chord because the key is shown as D Major (in my 

examples), while the notes themselves seem to convey a different key (G Major) (Figure 

4.3). The obscurity of tonic in this case strengthens the pentatonic scale as it steps down each 

time and magnifies the use of root movement over resolution. “Jesus Paid It All” and “Your 

Glory/Nothing but the Blood,” have another interesting feature within the bridge. The range 

of this section is kept very small. These two bridges use stepwise motion and only span the 

interval of a fourth (Figure 4.4). This helps keep the bridge very “singable” and requires 

fewer chord changes. “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” shows ingenuity within the 

 
5 Stephenson, What to Listen for in Rock: A Stylistic Analysis, 113. 
6 Certainly, there were more articles written before this, but evidence can be seen for this 

landmark year in “Joyful Noise: A Guide to Music in the Church for Pastors and Musicians” 

by William Sheppard-Smith and “The Message in the Music” by Robert Woods and Brian 

Walrath. Both were published in 2007. One of the first versions of “Jesus Paid It All” was 

released in 2006 by the band Passion, showing further documentation that this decade was 

important for CWM.  
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melody as the rhythms are the same between the first and second parallel periods, but the 

second parallel period is transposed up a third (Figure 4.5). This rhythmic repetition makes 

the melody more memorable, thus creating a more singable hymn for a congregation. 

 

Figure 4.3. “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” key obscurity - D Major or G Major?  

 

Figure 4.4.  “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” range of bridge 

 

Figure 4.5. “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” melodic similarity in parallel periods 
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In sum, these four songs demonstrate the influence of rock through the harmonic 

progressions being used. While each song uses different chord progressions, each 

progression points back to a rock influence. Root movement is especially prevalent in each 

song except “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us,” which follows standard harmonic 

progressions, with just a few small changes in the patterns. Tracking root movement is an 

idea that became popular specifically in rock analysis, showing the synthesis of rock music 

and hymns. Several of the songs had more complex harmonies in the source hymns, 

including passing, neighboring, seventh, and applied chords. Much of the complexity was 

removed as the songs were updated to fit the new genre, because the simplicity of harmonic 

progressions demonstrates the typical CWM performers’ capabilities. Many of the musicians 

performing these pieces are amateurs, and most have had minimal training. By keeping the 

harmonies simple, the musicians play together well without stumbling on which beat a 

passing chord is supposed occur, for example. “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” 

demonstrates the way standard harmonic progressions can mix with newer ideas to merge 

two styles and genres of music. The use of the altered phrase progression when moving 

between tonic and predominant, back to tonic chords, illustrates an awareness of the standard 

harmonic style, but the way they are used out of order shows a contemporary modification.  

The descending stepwise bass line throughout the predominant area keeps the line moving 

smoothly, without using overly complex chords. Each of the four songs demonstrates the 

way the harmonic progressions are being taken from rock music and used in the newer sacred 

genre. The merging of hymns with popular music styles is embodied within the harmonic 

progressions found in Contemporary Worship Music. 
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CHAPTER 5 

BORROWED MATERIAL 

Many songs within Contemporary Worship Music incorporate materials from other 

sources. J. Peter Burkholder describes musical borrowing in Grove Music Online, as how, “a 

new piece may use or refer to existing music in various way.”1 This idea is prevalent in 

Contemporary Worship Music as it borrows from hymns and older sacred music, but is also 

found in all other genres of music as well. There is no formula for borrowing music from 

another source and adding it to a new piece; instead, every composer uses the idea 

differently. Burkholder further states that, “the study of borrowing in music focusses, not on 

this broadest level of interrelations, but on the use in a new composition of one or more 

elements from a specific piece.”1 It matters more why the material was borrowed than what 

was borrowed. Often, the most famous CWM songs have borrowed material from previously 

well-loved hymns. In this way, a newer, rock-related genre is made more accessible to 

traditional Christian audiences because it includes familiar musical and communal features 

offered by hymns.  

Many churches were conflicted about including a more contemporary music into a 

worship service, especially while the style was still new in the early 2000s. In “Praise the 

Name of Jesus: Are All Praise and Worship Songs for the Congregation?” Brett Polman 

writes, “When Praise and Worship music began to appear, it was marketed as congregational 

music, even though much of it was composed by CCM artists whose primary experience was 

 
1 Grove Music Online, J. Peter Burkholder, “Borrowing,” 

https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.52918 (accessed on December 10, 

2021). 
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with small ensembles, not with congregations.”2 Polman questions how well some praise and 

worship songs can fit into congregational singing or if some of the songs should be kept to 

small worship band performances. This is part of the issue that rose during the “Worship 

Wars” in the late 1970s; traditional worship versus contemporary worship created tension 

within many churches. William S. Smith writes about the acceptance of CWM music within 

the church in the book Joyful Noise stating, “There seem to be within the church three major 

responses to the phenomenon of CCM: whole-hearted embrace; an openness to consider it 

critically; or whole-hearted rejection.”3 Albeit, acceptance of this music is common 

throughout churches; now we also see the importance of CWM in the church setting. Wen 

Reagan discusses this idea, stating,  

While preaching has traditionally been the centerpiece of the Protestant service in 

America, the import of contemporary musical forms into the church has challenged 

the sermon's preeminence in the liturgy as congregants are drawn to the affective 

power of rock music (contemporary worship music), its ability to create a powerful, 

emotional experience of quiet intimacy or loud, celebratory joy with God.”4  

 

The use of borrowing entire hymns, part of a hymn, or hymn-like ideas can be found 

throughout much of CWM music, creating a music that is singable for the congregation and 

pleasing to listen to.   

As discussed in previous chapters, “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” uses just a 

portion of the hymn “Nothing but the Blood” in the bridge of the song “Your Glory.” The 

original hymn written by Robert Lowry contains four verses and one chorus. “Your Glory” 

 
2 Bert Polman, Praise the Name of Jesus: Are All Praise and Worship Songs for the 

Congregation? in “The Message in the Music” ed. Robert Woods and Brian Walrath 

(Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2007), 127-37.  
3 William Sheppard Smith, Joyful Noise: A Guide to Music in the Church for Pastors and 

Musicians (Franklin, TN: Providence House Publishing, 2007), 135. 
4 Wen Raegan, A Beautiful Noise: A History of Contemporary Worship Music in Modern 

America, (Ph. D. Diss., Duke University, 2015), 1-2.  
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was written to include two original verses, a chorus, a bridge, and the excerpt from “Nothing 

but the Blood.” This addition of the hymn in the CWM song shows the use of a specialized 

type of borrowing, called quotation. Burkholder writes that quotation is, “distinct from other 

forms of Borrowing in that the borrowed material is presented exactly or nearly so, unlike 

Allusion or Paraphrase, but is not part of the main substance of the work.”5 This is true in 

“Your Glory” because the excerpt of “Nothing but the Blood” fits only as a bridge and does 

not serve as the basis of the entire song. It is not a hymn that has been redone, but a song that 

has a portion of the hymn within it. The artists and composer chose the first verse and chorus 

of the hymn to fit into the song and wrote the rest of it as an original worship song. The 

excerpt of the first verse and chorus from the hymn fits unconventionally with the worship 

song through use of a common lyrical theme. 

The two songs “Your Glory” and “Nothing but the Blood” share the theme of the 

saving redemption of Christ. The theme of “Your Glory” describes giving God glory for 

redeeming a sinner: “You made this sinner holy,” and His own beauty: “Your glory is so 

beautiful.” As a hymn, “Nothing but the Blood” describes a redeemed sinner offering a 

narrative for his Christian salvation: “What can wash away my sin? Nothing but the blood of 

Jesus.” It describes giving Jesus the glory for his redemption: “No other fount I know, 

nothing but the blood of Jesus.” In this way, the hymn excerpt fits well into “Your Glory” as 

they both have similar themes of glorifying Jesus for His death on the cross. The CWM song 

weaves the verses around the borrowed bridge easily by using similar harmonies and timbres 

 
5 Grove Music Online, J. Peter Burkholder, “Quotation,” 

https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.52854 (accessed December 12, 2021).  
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because the two texts are related by the content and themes. Also, the harmonies of “Nothing 

but the Blood” have been altered to reflect those of “Your Glory” which makes the quotation 

of the hymn fit even more smoothly as a bridge in the song (Figure 5.1). 

 

Figure 5.1. The smooth transition from bridge to borrowed material in “Your Glory/Nothing 

but the Blood” 

By contrast, instead of borrowing text based on related themes or quoting just a 

section from a hymn, the artist or composer might cover an entire hymn and use it as the 

basis for their CWM song. This is the case for both “Come Thou Fount” by Kings 

Kaleidoscope and “Jesus Paid It All” by Chris Tomlin (Passion Worship). Joshua Busman 

describes this idea within “Songs are like Sermons That People Actually Remember.” He 

does not use the term “covering” to describe the way the hymns are performed, but instead 

uses the idea of “updating” the hymn. Busman uses the hymns released by Passion Worship 

as an example, and describes the phenomenon of updated hymns to be performance based: 

The language of “updating” hymns – or “hymns-made-new” as the sixsteprecords 

website advertises – seem to be central to the aim of these performances . . . . By all 

accounts, these are not intended to be innovative or groundbreaking performances – 
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rather, they thrive on their ability to evoke the old in a more easily accessible, more 

relevant packaging.6  

 

In this way, the theology of the hymn is kept the same, but the music is updated, revealing 

rock-influenced instrumentation. Both hymns and CWM music were written for Christians to 

sing in worship, which makes covering these songs easy for many bands. Kings 

Kaleidoscope covers, or updates, “Come Thou Fount” using the lyrics of the song, then 

reconfigures the instrumentation, rhythms, and harmonic progressions. 

The updated rhythms, instrumentation, and harmonic progression all deal with the 

music of the song, and not necessarily the text or meaning. These changes made by Kings 

Kaleidoscope show the influence of rock music, unsurprisingly, because Kings Kaleidoscope 

is listed online as a Christian alternative rock band. The syncopation used in the music helps 

create a different feeling than the original simple rhythms in the hymn (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). 

The change in harmonies between hymn and CWM create a repetition to the music that can 

then use other instruments and timbres to create layers of sound and interest in ways besides 

complex harmonies. The music shows an exploratory side of contemporary artists while the 

hymn allows them to stay rooted in the past. The musical elements can change while the text 

and message of the song stays the same.  

 
6 Joshua Busman, “Songs are like Sermons That People Actually Remember,” in Exploring 

Christian Song, edited by Jennifer Bloxam and Andrew Shenton (Lanham, MD: Lexington 

Books, 2017). 
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Figure 5.2. “Come Thou Fount,” CWM version, showing rhythm and harmony change in 

first phrase  

 

Figure 5.3. “Come Thou Fount,” hymn version showing original rhythm and harmonies in 

first phrase  

The lyrics have only one minor change within the first verse. In the last stanza, an 

adjective was changed, the hymn specified “Mount of thy redeeming love,” while the CWM 

version was changed to “Mount of God’s unchanging love.” This is a small modification, and 

most likely was switched for clarity, but the difference between “redeeming love” and 

“unchanging love” does change the meaning of the text slightly. One points toward a type of 

forgiveness and the other more of a steadfast nature. This change probably happened to 
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update the music to make it more modern, but there could be a deeper underlying theological 

reason as well. “Come Thou Fount” may have only two words changed, but follows the rest 

of the hymn from which it was borrowed. Other songs similarly borrow almost the entire 

hymn and have changes to fit a contemporary sound.  

“Jesus Paid It All” uses a hymn as the basis for this well-known CWM song. It 

contrasts with “Come Thou Fount” because the entire hymn was not utilized in the CWM 

version. Nothing in the text was changed, each borrowed verse and chorus remains the same, 

but only part of the verses were borrowed. The hymn contains four verses and a chorus while 

the CWM version contains only three verses and a chorus. Verse one, two, and four were 

taken out of the hymn and used for a contemporary version, but verse three was omitted. 

There are a multitude of reasons this verse could have been excluded, but a possibility could 

be because it is one of the more personal verses. The first verse describes Jesus talking to 

someone feeling weak, saying “find in me, thine all in all.” The second verse describes his 

power to melt a heart of stone (Figure 5.4). The third verse is even more personal, with the 

singer admitting they have nothing good except for Jesus, “For nothing good have I/Whereby 

thy grace to claim.” The fourth verse describes declaring Christ’s sacrifice before the throne 

of God. Out of any of these four verses, the third one is more personal and less relational for 

a diverse audience. The Christian faith is specific, and new Christians or those unfamiliar 

with the beliefs may be alienated by the language being used. The metaphorical language 

used in other verses is more accessible for an outsider to make sense of the message, but this 

one requires deeper understanding and a background in Christianity. The verses and chorus 

that were borrowed served as the model for this piece. Burkholder asserts that the borrowed 
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material may serve to model the structure of a new piece.7 As such, the hymn was used as the 

base of the structure, and then additions and changes were made from this point. This hymn 

has been a staple in churches for many years, and it has the chance to be even more popular 

since being covered as a CWM song.  

 

Figure 5.4. Lyrics to the hymn “Jesus Paid It All”  

“How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” does not use any direct quotes from a hymn, 

but was written to be like a hymn. Burkholder calls this “allusion” in music.8 Allusion is like 

borrowing, but in a less specific way: “Material is not quoted directly, but a reference is 

made through some other similarity,”8 Although Stuart Townend may have written it as a 

hymn, the newness of it might create skepticism in some listeners. Hymns have been written 

 
7 Burkholder, “Borrowing.” 
8 Grove Music Online, J. Peter Burkholder, "Allusion in American music." 

https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.A2240025 (accessed on December 13, 

2021).  
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for hundreds of years, and there are standards in place to help define what is or what is not a 

hymn. Hymns within the church are designed for congregational use. They usually have 

easy-to-sing melodies, familiar tunes, often contain rhyming words, and use relatively 

simplistic harmonies. The famous hymn composer, John Newton, had an idea of hymn 

writing described in the Preface to Olney Hymns: 

There is a style and manner suited to the composition of hymns, which may be more 

successfully, or at least more easily, attained by a versifier, than by a poet. They 

should be Hymns, not Odes, if designed for public worship, and for the use of plain 

people.9  

 

Hymns are meant to be sung as a large group of diverse people. Songs that are more virtuosic 

in nature are best kept to solos or small group settings. Music that describes abstract ideas 

and contains complexity cannot be described as a congregational hymn. The idea of good 

hymn-writing shines through in “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us.” The lyrics are not 

overly poetic and reflect biblical writings and teachings (Ephesians 3:17-18). The 

contemporary hymn does not describe a lofty story either; it merely describes the message of 

the Gospel. William Smith similarly described how a hymn should be written in Joyful Noise, 

“A Christian hymn must be not only spiritual-having to do with things of the Kingdom—but 

must also be simple . . . .There is no time, when we are singing with the congregation, to 

pause to reflect on what the words might mean.”10 Again, the simple message of the Gospel 

within “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” demonstrates the way it could be used for 

congregational worship. The melody is repetitive, the form is strophic, and the text is 

straightforward, so it becomes more memorable for non-musicians. 

 
9 David W. Music and John Newton, Hymnology: A Collection of Source Readings, 

(Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 1996), 134, 147.  
10 Smith, “Joyful Noise,” 75. 
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By combining an old text with new harmonic ideas and a full rock band, CWM is 

creating music that is accessible to both traditional and contemporary audiences. Borrowing 

hymns to use within new CWM songs creates a sense of the familiar, traditional aspect of 

sacred music within a more popular style of this music. Some of the borrowed material is just 

an excerpt from part of a hymn, as in “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood.” The entire song 

might be based on the hymn with changes in instrumentation, as in “Come Thou Fount” and 

“Jesus Paid It All.” Sometimes the entire song is new but has enough hymn-like qualities that 

it becomes difficult to classify which genre the song fits into, as in “How Deep the Father’s 

Love for Us.” The inclusion of hymns within the popular CWM songs show that the artists 

and composers are not turning their back on hymns but are still returning to them for 

inspiration as they write for the new style. The old is merging with the new to create a 

synthesis of the popular and sacred within music. All of this comes together to make 

Contemporary Worship Music a genre that has both old and new features that appeal to a 

wide range of audiences.  
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CHAPTER 6 

TEXT-MUSIC RELATIONS 

Traditional hymns often use compositional techniques to connect music to text. This 

could be found in the quality of the chords, text painting, or other significance within the 

music. There are examples found in “Come Thou Fount” and “Jesus Paid It All.” Whereas 

“How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” is not a traditional hymn, it features these ideas of 

connection as well. “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” combines a rock style with the 

inclusion of a hymn, so it does have some textual connections, but they are used to create a 

serious, somber mood rather than tie together the music and text.  

Text painting creates small connections between the music and text and provides a 

sense of cohesion between those two elements. “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” 

demonstrates text painting from the outset. Although this song is strophic, small connections 

within each of the verses can be made to the musical line. The analysis of text painting within 

strophic form is difficult because one is forced to determine which verse received the text 

painting and which parts were ignored during the verses as the melody line continuously 

repeats and the text changes. While it may be hard to determine, examples connecting the 

text and the music are found in strophic songs. The opening phrase of “How Deep the 

Father’s Love for Us” includes the title: “How deep the father’s love for us/How vast beyond 

all measure.” The song opens on scale degree three and descends deeper past the tonic to the 

submediant note within the first half of the phrase (Figure 6.1). This example of text painting 

encourages the audience to experience the connection between the notes and the words, as 

the song describes the deepness of His love, the notes in the music descend. Even without a 

trained background in music, one would be able to hear this correlation.  
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Figure 6.1. “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” melody, showing descending melody line 

with the first phrase “How deep the Father’s love for us,” and the text painting relationship  

 

In the second verse, more text painting can be found at the end of the verse as the text 

reads, “It is finished” (Figure 6.2). While the song describes Jesus’ final words on the cross, 

it also corresponds with the final words of the verse. The V-I motion supports the correlation 

between text and melody by providing the expected resolution back to the tonic from the 

dominant chord. The final authentic cadence provides a sense of closure to the piece, which 

the text then also emphasizes as it states that it is finished. While the other verses do not have 

this connection to text painting, the cadence signals an end to the story they tell.  

 

Figure 6.2. “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” melody, showing text-melody correlation  

Every time the phrase ends, part of the story told in the lyrics is also complete. 

Because the song tells a story of the Gospel in the Bible, there are other times throughout the 

verses that seem less finalized, signaling more to the story. These are often indicated using 
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half cadences. This can be seen in verse one when the lyrics read, “How great the pain of 

searing loss/The Father turned His face away.” This part of the verse was left with an 

unsettled, incomplete feeling from the half cadence, but even more so because the dominant 

chord was preceded by the vi chord as a tonic substitute (Figure 6.3). This is effective for 

each of the verses because each time the text has a brief pause or break, but the text requires 

an addition to really be complete. Even the second verse says, “Until it was accomplished,” 

but does not describe what was accomplished or finished until the next phrase. The vi-V half 

cadence motion allows the music to pause for dramatic effect, but it does not stop there. The 

incomplete nature of the half cadence allows the melody to finish the phrase in an 

inconclusive manner, and a perfect authentic cadence closes the verse.   
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Figure 6.3. “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us,” demonstrating the half cadence and pause 

in the text  

Just as “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” uses the half cadence at paramount 

areas in the lyrics, “Jesus Paid It All” uses a similar technique. In “Jesus Paid It All,” the 

more “victorious” parts of the hymn are emphasized with dominant chords. The resolution of 

an authentic cadence happens often at the ends of the verses or phrases. Verse one has the 

tonic resolution at the middle and end of the phrase. The end of the phrase contains a stronger 

cadence because the melody ends on the tonic pitch (PAC), while the melody ended on the 

third scale degree in the first imperfect authentic cadence (IAC) (Figure 6.4). The third scale 
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degree in the melody allowed it to continue smoothly to the next phrase where the story of 

the verse was completed, and the song could progress to the chorus.  

 

Figure 6.4. “Jesus Paid It All,” demonstrating PAC vs. IAC in the verse. 

While “Jesus Paid It All” includes similar correlations between the text and 

dominant-tonic relationships to “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us,” it has fewer instances 

of text painting. The first verse contains one instance: “I hear the Savior say/Thy strength 

indeed is small”; the first part of the phrase uses skipping motion, representing the narrator as 

the one speaking (Figure 6.4). By the time Jesus is quoted, the music switches to stepwise 

motion. The smaller intervals represent the smaller strength described in verse one (Figure 

6.4). The CWM version of the hymn incorporates another example of text painting within the 
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bridge. The lyrics are short and repetitive but illustrate text painting through contour (Figure 

6.5). Throughout the second half of the bridge, the melody rises and falls, representing the 

death to life: “Oh praise the one who paid my debt, and raised this life up from the dead.” 

The word “up” is given the highest note in the bridge, while the melody descends during 

“from the dead.” 

 

Figure 6.5. “Jesus Paid It All” bridge; demonstrating contour and text painting 

“Come Thou Fount” uses a plethora of text painting, similarly to the other two songs 

discussed. The opening line of this song contains the first instance of text painting. The first 

phrase states, “Come, thou fount of every blessing, tune my heart to sing thy grace.” This is 

accompanied in the melody with a line symmetrical in contour, rising from scale degree 3 to 

scale degree 6, and then back to scale degree 1 (Figure 6.6). The melodic contour flows, the 

range is manageable, and it does not have large leaps. This is notable because it appears 

when the text discusses singing. Recurrence of this same symmetrical melody appears in 

phrase two, while the text again tells of singing God’s praise: “streams of mercy, never 

ceasing, call for songs of loudest praise.”  
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Figure 6.6. “Come Thou Fount” first phrase; illustrating contour of melody and text painting 

As the first verse continues, the lyrics read, “Teach me some melodious sonnet, sung 

by flaming tongues above.” This line shows two instances of text painting. First, the melody 

is changed to be more fluid; two sixteenth notes have been added near the beginning, and the 

line alternates between quarter and eighth notes more often. The contour moves smoothly in 

a wave-like shape from scale degree five up to one, then back down to scale degree three. 

This corresponds with the part of the text that describes being taught a “melodious sonnet.” 

At the end of the line, the music leaps up from scale degree five to scale degree one, 

corresponding with the word “above” (Figure 6.7). 
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Figure 6.7. “Come Thou Fount,” illustrating text painting in the second half   

 These three songs were inspired by hymns or were intended to resemble hymns. Text 

painting is effective in this older style because the harmonies are more conventional, and the 

melodies have recognizable contour allowing this technique to develop clearly. In “Your 

Glory/Nothing but the Blood,” fewer correlations between text and melody or text and 

harmony occur. This song was not based on a hymn, as the other three songs, but 

incorporates a hymn at a specific spot in the song. The rock harmonies create a different 

relationship than the tonic-dominant relationships used in the other songs. In fact, the first 

place the dominant-tonic resolution can be heard is at the end of the chorus, accompanying 

the declaration when the vocalist sings “Your glory is so beautiful” (Figure 6.8). Everything 

Sixteenth notes added 
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before this used root motion rather than resolution. The chords were not changing because of 

notes needing to resolve, but because of a similar pattern being followed. Finally at the end 

of the chorus, a true resolution is heard as the dominant chord resolves to tonic. The lyrics 

during the verse describe total devotion to God, while the chorus is all about worshiping. 

This last line in the chorus is more definite, it is repeated twice, and the V-I resolution makes 

it sound purposeful.  

Figure 6.8. The first authentic cadence in “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” 

 Within “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood,” several types of root movement happen. 

This impacts more than the chords the instrumentalists play; the descending second root 

movement provides the most activity within the song. In the chorus, both descending and 

ascending root movement is used and pushes to the declaration, “Your glory is so beautiful.” 

The reversal of the descending second motion in the chorus allows the first instance of “Your 

glory is so beautiful” to end with a deceptive cadence, leaving the phrase hanging, before a 

retrograde of the chords in ascending second order (Figure 6.9), and finally ending with the 

authentic cadence (Figure 6.9). The repetition of the phrase with different cadences 

PAC 
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emphasizes the point of the song. The title is “Your Glory,” so it makes sense that by the end 

of the chorus, the meaning should be clear: “Your glory is so beautiful.” 

 

 

Figure 6.9. “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” reduction of chord progression and reversal 

in chorus 

 “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” has a serious, worshipful atmosphere. The 

changing tonality just before the chorus creates this reflective character. Just before the 

chorus, when the vocalists sing “Holy, holy,” the key temporarily tonicizes the relative 

minor. This happens only for two measures, the first time “holy” is sung. The melodic line 

progresses using stepwise motion from the dominant in the minor key down to the tonic. The 

chords show the major key, but the serious mood and melodic line borrow from the relative 

minor (Figure 6.9).  The stepwise motion down to the sixth scale degree are borrowed from 

the relative minor. The second time “holy” is sung, it ends on the subdominant in the major 

key, while the dominant from the major key is used as an incomplete upper neighbor to 

strengthen the key area (Figure 6.10). The skip up to the dominant note at the end of the 

measure demonstrates the return to the major key. The importance of the text is evident 

through this switch in modality. The change from minor back to major gives the repeated 

lyrics a reflective mood. This is confirmed by the quietness of the instruments, as only the 
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cello and piano are playing, and the dynamic level of the vocalist. The borrowed minor 

tonality can be heard again at the end of the chorus as the phrase “Your glory is so beautiful” 

is repeated twice. The repetition occurs as it did in the verse, first in minor, then in major.   

 

Figure 6.10. “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” showing the borrowed relative minor key 

 There are a few moments where the text is reflected in the music. When the lyrics 

state, “I fall unto my knees in awe,” the music descends by the interval of a fourth, then rises 

again a third. The initial descent represents falling onto one’s knees, while the ascent 

represents the focus on a God who is higher than everything else and being in awe of that. 

Just after this moment, the lyrics read, “the heartbeat of my life/is to worship in Your light,” 

and another correlation is seen between text and music. This is one of the first parts of the 

song where the lyrics fall on a strong metrical beat within the measure. The verse used a bit 

of syncopation, and the lyrics fall on beats two and four in common time. Strong metrical 

accents correspond with the idea of the heartbeat. A strong rhythmic pulse can be felt here, 

associating with the lyrics (Figure 6.11). 
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Figure 6.11. “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” text correlation within the chorus  

 The lyrics and melody can be used to thwart expectations of text–music correlation as 

well. Overall, the melody of the song is relatively stagnant, ranging from D4–F#4 for much 

of the song. Each time it rises above this range it usually describes the singer and his own 

feelings and attributions. When it falls below this range, it often discusses God and His 

attributions (Figure 6.12). This is opposite of what is expected. Usually, ideas of God are 

treated more delicately and use a higher range of notes, while the human attributions and 

thoughts are often darker, using a lower range. The effect of the changing ranges creates a 

desperate mood within the lyrics discussing oneself. The singer emphasizes that he is giving 

all to God: his life, hope, and heart. This uses a higher interval range, up to B5, to reflect the 

yearning desire within the text. When singing of God’s attributions, the range becomes 

deeper, moving to B4. The effect is a serious quality, detailing the beauty of God and His 

holiness. The contrast between these two characters using the melodic range allows a deeper 

sense of separation between the holy God and the shortcomings of humans.  
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Figure 6.12. Contrast between humanity and God’s holiness using the text-music connections 

 Each of these four songs use a variety of text techniques to illustrate important words 

or phrases most commonly text painting. This is effective in CWM music because the songs 

and music are based on hymns, and often follow the same (or similar) melody as the original. 

The most common place to find text painting is at the beginning of the song; “Come Thou 

Fount,” “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us,” and “Jesus Paid It All” all featured text 

painting in the first verse of the songs. The harmonies within these songs change as the 

pieces were remade to follow rock idioms, but they are still used to form connections 

between the music and text. Specifically, the harmonies in each of the four songs emphasize 

certain areas of the song. “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” uses root movement rather 

than resolution to propel the music into new sections. Root movement by ascending second 

produces a deceptive cadence near the end of the chorus which then allows the final 

statement in the chorus to end with the first authentic cadence. In other songs featuring 

traditional harmonies, the text is emphasized through harmony. During the chorus in “Jesus 

Paid It All,” the IV chord pushes the music forward with a feeling of incompleteness only 
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fulfilled when reaching the cadence. This chord appears during the phrase “Sin had left a 

crimson stain,” and the story of the song and chord progression resolves in the next line, “He 

washed it white as snow,” during the V-I resolution. Borrowing from the relative minor 

creates a sense of reflectiveness at the ends of the verse and chorus in “Your Glory/Nothing 

but the Blood.” Text painting, root movement, and chord emphasis create a correlation 

between the text and music in these songs preserved from the original hymns into the 

contemporary versions, while new linking ideas between the text and music. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

Summary and Findings 

 This thesis has analyzed four Contemporary Worship Music songs, “How Deep the 

Father’s Love for Us,” “Jesus Paid It All,” “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood,” and “Come 

Thou Fount,” by various artists. I discovered attributions of rock music and hymns in all of 

the four songs and found similarities between rock music and CWM in their harmonic 

progressions, instrumentation, and form. Similarities in hymns and CWM emerge through the 

use of borrowed text, compositional techniques (text painting), and some of the form. Many 

CWM songs borrow the lyrics directly from hymns, and make additions or subtractions to the 

content, changing fundamental elements of the song. For example, “Jesus Paid It All” used 

the verse and chorus from a hymn, but the bridge was brand new to the song when the CWM 

version was released. This addition changed the form of the hymn from verse-chorus to 

verse-chorus-bridge, a form more associated with rock music, and thus altering the 

fundamental form of the piece.  

 Contemporary Worship Music has been created from a merging between hymns and 

rock music. The secular and sacred were consolidated through the combination of these two 

genres. Since then, original CWM songs have been released, but hymns are often 

incorporated. Verse-chorus-bridge form arose from rock and was used in two of these four 

songs studied, while the other two songs used strophic form. The harmonic progressions 

deviated from being resolution-based to following a root movement pattern. Although “Your 

Glory/Nothing but the Blood” and “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” were not based on 

previous hymns, they relate in other ways. For example, “Your Glory/Nothing but the Blood” 
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borrowed from a hymn and used it as a bridge. Written as a Christian rock song, it still 

incorporates the conservative church culture. “How Deep the Father’s Love for Us” is a 

contemporary hymn, but the chord progressions and harmonies show influences of rock 

music.  

Further Study Opportunities 

 The research and study done in this thesis opens the door to several other projects that 

could be worthwhile. Further study of the ideas discussed in this thesis could be used and 

applied to more CWM songs which could reinforce the argument that there is a connection 

between rock music, hymns, and CWM. More diverse songs could be studied, by an even 

wider array of artists. Within the CWM genre, there are several different subgenres: Christian 

rock, praise and worship, alternative, and Christian country. The songs within this thesis are 

mainly from the praise and worship subgenre, so it could be worthwhile to examine other 

subgenres to see if there are new characteristics and how they fit with other types of CWM, 

or if there are other, bigger influences than the ones mentioned in this thesis.  

Just as the music itself relates to other genres, the scholarship surrounding CWM 

comes from other types of music. Ken Stephenson offers clear examples and descriptions of 

different elements within rock that matches the four songs in this thesis. Likewise, William 

S. Smith has beneficial information in Joyful Noise. The book is written to pastors and 

musicians within the church and includes an entire chapter on CWM. He describes some of 

its history, instrumentation, and how it can most effectively be used in church, as well as 

ways it is heard outside of the church. A multitude of knowledge comes from books and 

articles surrounding CWM and its theological and performance practice within the church by 

authors such as Monique Ingalls, Joshua Busman, and Brian Walrath. J. Peter Burkholder 
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and his wealth of knowledge surrounding musical borrowing is useful in the analysis 

surrounding the borrowed hymns within the four songs. 

Contemporary Worship Music is a genre that many musicians know relatively little 

about. These four songs have been some of my favorites for years, so I hope that after 

reading this thesis, knowledge about the music will have grown and appreciation with it.  
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